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Abstract. In Grid environments, the agent technology has recently emerged as a 
promising tool to solve complex and difficult problems such as resource brokering, 
resource scheduling and grid application development. The question is how to in-
tegrate the agent technologies within grid frameworks. Different solutions have 
been proposed but this question is still open. This paper presents a new solution 
called "hybrid agent – grid service" (HAGS); the idea is to develop grid services 
by extending characteristics of agents. This will facilitate the communication and 
interaction between grid services and agents in a grid environment. The strong 
point of this solution is the reuse, which means that people can reuse existing agent 
and grid  framework (Jade and GT) rather than to develop a new one supporting 
both grid and agent technologies.  
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1   INTRODUCTION 

In Grid environments, Agent technologies have recently emerged as a promising tool to 
solve complex and difficult problems, e.g. resource discovery and monitoring, workflow man-
agement [3,4]. Agent technologies provide autonomous and flexible problem solving capabili-
ties in uncertain and dynamic environments such as a Grid environment. One of the complex 
issues in realizing a Grid environment is to manage heterogeneous and distributed resources, 
e.g. computing and storage elements, and software components. An autonomous solution that 
supports negotiation between resource users and resource providers, and between domains using 
different resource allocation and security policies, is highly demanded [1,2]. Agent technologies 
encapsulate control intelligences and provide adaptable solution to solve problems collabora-
tively.  

However, integrating Agents with Grid environments is interdisciplinary and requires 
knowledge from different domains such as distributed systems and artificial intelligence. One of 
the central problems is how to enable Agents to interact seamlessly with the grid services in a 
Grid environment . The Grid Computing Research Group at the High Performance Computing 
Center (HPCC) of Hanoi University of Technology (HUT) has been working on this domain for 
several years. This paper presents some of our recent results about an agent system called Hy-
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brid Agent – Grid Service System which has been prototyped in BKGrid 2005, a grid system 
developed at HPCC - HUT.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the background 
of Agent and Grid middlewares and describe our research mission. After that we review the re-
lated work and discuss the basic idea of the hybrid agent – grid service architecture. The design 
and implementation are discussed in Section 4. Some applications of the hybrid agent – grid 
service system in BKGrid 2005 is presented in Section 5.  

2. STATE OF THE ART 

2.1. Globus toolkit 
 

Globus toolkit is the leading open source toolkit used today to build Grid enviornments. 
It is built and maintained by the Globus Alliance, an organization composed by many institu-
tions and companies [13]. The open source Globus Toolkit is a fundamental enabling technol-
ogy for the "Grid" letting people share computing power, databases, and other tools securely 
online across corporate, institutional, and geographic boundaries without sacrificing local 
autonomy. The toolkit includes software services and libraries for resource monitoring, discov-
ery, and management, plus security, file management, data management, communication, fault 
detection, and portability. It is packaged as a set of components that can be used either inde-
pendently or together to develop applications. Every organization has unique modes of opera-
tion, and collaboration between multiple organizations is hindered by incompatibility of re-
sources such as data archives, computers, and networks.  

The Globus Toolkit was conceived to remove obstacles that prevent seamless collabora-
tion. Its core services, interfaces and protocols allow users to access remote resources as if they 
were located within their own machine room while simultaneously preserving local control over 
who can use resources and when. The Globus Toolkit has grown through an open-source strat-
egy similar to the Linux operating system's, and distinct from proprietary attempts at resource-
sharing software. This encourages broader, more rapid adoption and leads to greater technical 
innovation, as the open-source community provides continual enhancements to the product. 

The toolkit we are currently using is Globus Toolkit version 3.2 (GT3.2). GT3.2 is an 
implementation of the OGSI (Open Grid Service Infrastructure) and OGSA (Open Grid Service 
Architecture) standards. It follows a service-oriented architecture. The core idea in GT3.2 is grid 
services, an extension of the current widely used Web service technology. 

2.2. JADE Agent frameworks 
 

JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) is a software framework fully imple-
mented in Java language [12]. It simplifies the implementation of multi-agent systems through a 
middle-ware that complies with FIPA specifications [14] and through a set of graphical tools 
that supports the debugging and deployment phases. The agent platform can be distributed 
across machines (which not even need to share the same OS) and the configuration can be con-
trolled via a remote GUI. The configuration can be even changed at run-time by moving agents 
from one machine to another one, as and when required. JADE is completely implemented in 
Java language and the minimal system requirement is the version 1.4 of JAVA (the run time 
environment or the JDK).  
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3. INTEGRATING JADE AGENTS INTO GLOBUS BASED GRID ENVIRONMENTS 

We start by stating the main difficulties in integrating Jade Agent into Globus Grid en-
vironments. As for the JADE framework, to build an agent, we must extend the Agent class and 
then setup some behaviors for our agent in term of methods. Similarly with the Globus Toolkit, 
to build a grid service, we have several options: one is to extend directly the GridServiceBase 
class and then setup the methods for our service; another way is using operation providers and 
our Grid service will delegate tasks to these operation providers (Globus Toolkit is mainly 
based on Java).  

One of the main technical difficulties in integrating Agent into Grid environment lies in 
the fact that Agents and Grid Services live in separate environments: JADE Agents need to exist 
in the JADE Agent platform; Globus Grid Services must live in the Globus Grid Service Con-
tainer or some other kinds of hosting environments. This means that Agents and Grid Services 
live in different address spaces. Within the agent community, agents talk with each other using 
standard messages. In the grid community, grid services talk to their clients as well as to other 
grid services using standard messages too, of course in a different format. So how Agents and 
Grid Services can talk to each other. What we need is a solution that can ease the communica-
tion and interaction between objects living within these two separate environments. 

3.1. Related work 

There has been several approaches to integrate agent into grid. In the SoFAR project 
[6,7,11], the authors provide a method to align Agent technology with Web service technology. 
They have shown how an agent system could integrate its transport layer with Web Services [6]. 
According to the SoFAR’s approach, the agent behaviors can be described, advertised and dis-
covered using Web Services technologies. WSDL (Web Service Description Language) is used 
to describe agent behaviors, which can then be advertised in UDDI (Universal Description, Dis-
covery, and Integration) registries as regular services. Additionally, they provide an extended 
UDDI registry, able to support advanced queries used for discovering in agent system. 

In [10] the authors have mentioned two different ways to realize an agent – grid system: 
i) to extend grid middleware to support agent features and ii) to extend agent-based middleware 
to support grid features. In that paper they followed the second way by extending the JADE 
agent framework to support grid features such as mechanisms for code distribution, reconfigura-
tion, goal delegation, load balancing optimization and QoS definition. 

3.2. A hybrid agent – grid service (HAGS) 

In this paper we provide another solution: a Hybrid Agent – Grid Service (HAGS), 
which is somewhat in the reverse direction as compared to the solutions described above. The 
idea is to extend grid middleware to support agent features. We do that by leveraging existing 
grid and agent framework namely JADE and Globus. In the SoFAR project [6,7], the authors 
consider an agent as a service: they use Web service facilities to expose agent features. Our so-
lution considers a grid service as an agent and add agent’s behaviors into grid service. A grid 
service can expose its functions through the agent’s broadcasting capability. Vice versa, an 
agent can also expose its functions through the grid information system. 

With this solution, the complicated problems of communication and interaction between 
the Grid and Agent community can be solved completely. Agent will be integrated seamlessly 
into the Grid environment: each agent will be a grid service and vice versa each grid service can 
act like an agent. Therefore, each time an agent want to talk with other grid services in the grid, 
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it simply acts like a grid service, and each time a grid service need to interact with the agent 
community, it simply acts like an ordinary agent. In the next sections the implementation details 
of the solution will be outlined.  

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

So how can we do that exactly? The core idea seems to be very simple: writing a grid 
service that extends the Agent class.  

4.1. Preparation 

As stated above, the objectives is to create grid services that extend the Agent class so it 
is necessary to make Globus recognize the classes related to the JADE Agent platform. For this 
purpose, the following JADE libraries must be copied to the Globus Toolkit library directory 
(I.e. $GLOBUS_LOCATION/lib on our Linux computer with the $GLOBUS_LOCATION en-
vironment variable points to the setup directory of Globus) : jade.jar, iiop.jar, crimson.jar, 
base64.jar, jadeTools.jar and http.jar into the Globus toolkit library directory. These are the ba-
sic libraries required to run Jade. By this way, first, when we write and compile our HAGSs, the 
compiler will know where agent libraries lie; and second, when we start our HAGSs, the con-
tainer will know where to start the agent platform as well as invoke agent methods. 

That’s all the preparation tasks we need. From now on we can start experimenting with 
our Agent – based grid services. There are two kinds of agent-based grid services to be created. 
One is the Auto Setup Agent - grid service that will automatically start up the whole agent plat-
form each time we start the grid service container, and the other is the ordinary HAGSs that will 
join the agent platform pre-created by the Auto Setup Agent. 

4.2 The Auto Setup Agent grid service 

Readers who are familiar with JADE agent programming certainly have known that be-
fore we can start a new agent, we need to start the JADE agent platform (just as we must start 
the Globus grid service container or some other kinds of hosting environment before we can use 
grid services). The simplest and most straightforward way to do that is to launch a command 
line. I.e. java jade.Boot –gui to start the JADE agent platform on that computer with a graphical 
interface. But this approach is rather awkward since each time we start our grid service con-
tainer we must manually start the JADE agent platform before to ensure that our hybrid agent – 
grid services created later will have somewhere to live. So we tried to develop a so-called Auto 
Setup Agent grid service that automatically setup the whole JADE agent platform along with 
the grid service container.  

This service is set as a persistent grid service which automatically loads the Jade agent 
platform as the grid service container is being started. Another important thing which must be 
ensured is that the Auto Setup Agent grid service must be started before all the other hybrid 
agent – grid services. This can be done by editing the server configuration file of Globus: move 
the XML block that describes the Auto Setup Agent grid service above all the other grid ser-
vices. And finally when the grid service container is going to be shutdown, the Auto Setup 
Agent grid service must be able to recognize this and shut down the agent platform automati-
cally as well. 

The detailed steps involved in writing the Auto Setup Agent grid service is quite tricky 
since we had to dig through the source code of JADE and extract some codes for our purpose. 
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But repeating this process seems not necessary since readers can use our ready-to-use Auto 
Setup Agent grid service. Once the system has been setup properly, we are ready to write our 
hybrid agent - grid services.  

4.3 The other hybrid agent – grid services 

As said earlier, every agent must extend the Agent base class, so in order to convert grid 
services into HAGS we must implement grid services using operation providers mechanism. It’s 
the operation provider classes that will extend the Agent base class and act like an agent. There 
are several important methods: 

- In the initialize() method of the operation provider, we must create a non-main con-
tainer and connect it to the default main container of the JADE Agent platform stated on 
this machine by the Auto Setup Agent grid service or by manual methods.  The hybrid 
agent – grid service instances will live within this container. 

- The setup() and takeDown() methods are inherited from the Agent base class and are 
automatically called by the JADE Agent platform. For these methods we just setup code 
just as for ordinary agents.  

- One odd characteristic of hybrid agent – grid service is that when we are done with its 
instance, the agent still alive even when we explicitly call the destroy() method of that 
grid service. This is because as we stated above, the hybrid agent – grid service exist in 
both environment: the grid service container and the agent platform. Hence for a hybrid 
service to automatically destroy itself completely, we must implement the callback in-
terface in our grid service and order the agent to delete itself when the grid service is 
going to be destroyed. 

The other grid service methods are set up just as for normal grid services. Once we have fin-
ished our grid service, we can deploy it as usual. The next time we start the grid service con-
tainer the hybrid agent – grid services will appear in both the agent platform and the service 
container as seen in figure 1.  
 

 
 

Figure 1: The hybrid agent – grid service appears in both the grid service container and the 
agent platform 

 
Figure 2 shows the hybrid nature of a HAGS. The hybrid agent – grid service system 

above has many nice features. The agent platform is integrated seamlessly into the grid envi-
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ronment just like a part of it. We do not have to concern about any thing about the agent plat-
form below and develop our hybrid services very easily. The hybrid agent – grid service has a 
no limited capability of communicating and interacting with entities in both environments. The 
whole system is very compact and the implementation is quite simple yet provide great facilities 
for developers who want to experiment with agent in grid but do not have deep knowledge 
about both technologies. In the next sections we will describe some applications of Agent tech-
nology in our grid at Hanoi University of Technology using the techniques above. 

 

Figure 2: Hybrid agent can smoothly interact with entities in both environments 

5. APPLICATIONS OF AGENT TECHNOLOGY IN BKGRID 2005 

5.1. BKGrid 2005 

BKGrid 2005 is setup at Hanoi University of Technology for research purposes. Our 
grid co

5.2. Application 

For an experimental grid application, we picked up Weka, a well-known software kit for 
data mining. In [5], the authors provided an ad-hoc solution to enable Weka for the grid envi-

nsists of dozens of PCs, workstations, servers and several Beowulf PBS based clusters 
and is build based upon the GT3.2 toolkit. We follow the economics-based model for grid archi-
tecture [3][4]. Our main application of Agent technology in HUT grid lies in the area of Grid 
resource management. We proved the agent’s ability to ease the process of resource discover-
ing; negotiating between different domains, between resource users and resources providers; 
and QoS control. 
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ronment: they do not use any standard Grid toolkit but rely mainly on pure Java and its network 
libraries. In our implementation, to take the most advantages of the existed code, we just ex-
tracted 

In our system the multi agent system can be used as a supplement for the Grid Informa-
tion Service (GIS) provided by GT3.2. Each hybrid agent – grid service has a description of the 

. Those agents will register them-
selves with the DF agent on the local machine or on another machine on the grid serving as a 
Grid In

In each of resources of the system such as PC, server and cluster, we deploy a System 
Agent that serves as a resource manager. The system agent can provide information about the 

ynamic information such as system architecture, operation 
systems, CPU load, free ram... which can be retrieved via functions in the GT3.2 core library.  

f 
that res

 maximum number of users that resource can serve concur-
rently. I

and rewrote main Weka functions in grid services, that means, created a grid service in-
terface for existed Weka functions. This implementation doesn’t make much sense if the user 
has only one job (i.e. one data file) to run: the job still runs on only one machine. Therefore we 
created a parameter sweep-like application which enables users to submit a set of files. The 
Weka toolkit also provides a tool called WekaParallel for data mining on a cluster of computers. 
We are creating grid interface for this tool just like for the above Weka functions. By this way 
our so-called Data mining Grid will have a variety of resource from single PCs to clusters. Each 
Weka service is also implemented in term of an Agent. Each time an instance of this service is 
created, this agent will come to exist and register itself with the local agent platform’s DF agent 
(Directory Facilitator agent). By that way the resource manager agent on that machine can count 
and control the maximum concurrent instances allowed, therefore control the QoS for users. 

5.3. The multi agent system as a grid information service 

functions it can provide as well as other fields of information

formation server. When one needs to find a specific service he or she can use the great 
capability of searching and matching provided by the agent system.  

5.4. Agent as a resource manager 

resource which include static and d

As a resource manager, the System Agent decides which user can use a specific service 
at a given time. In our system, every user who wants to use a service must first acquire the grant 
for using that service from the System Agent. To assure QoS, the System Agent will control the 
number of instances of other agent – grid services. This number depends on the capability o

ource, or more exactly, on the policy of that resource owner. The user asks for an in-
stance of a specific service from the System Agent. If this is acceptable, the System Agent will 
create a new instance of that service and inform the user details about the newly created service. 
Each instance of the hybrid agent – grid service is also an agent and it will register itself with 
the local Agent platform’s DF agent so that the System Agent can count and control the number 
of instances of each service type. 

The System Agent also provides basic advance reservation functions. It maintains a 
time slot table. The user uses his own grid ID to request an advance reservation for a specific 
period of time in the future. The System Agent will check whether during that period of time the 
number of users has exceeded the

f not, it writes the user’s grid ID in that time slot table and the user has successfully re-
served that resource for future use. When a user has a request for that resource, the System 
Agent will consider the number of reserved users as well. 
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5.5. Agent as a resource broker 

Users use services through their resource brokers. Each user has his own resource bro-
kers for submitting the jobs. According to the economic model describes in [3], [4] and many 

independently and compete for using resources. The resource 
broker is implemented in term of an agent – grid service. It interacts with the agent system to 

gent(s) 
 the grid served as the market directory agent. Its information includes resource information 

other papers, the brokers act quite 

discover and find a suitable resource according to user’s requirements on time and budget limi-
tation. The broker agent will then negotiate with the System agent on a specific resource for 
using that resource. Once the choosing and negotiating process has been done successfully, the 
broker, as a grid service, will call the grid service on that resource on behalf of the user. 
 

Figure 3 shows a probable interaction scenario between entities in an agent enabled grid 
environment. During its lifetime, the Resource Manager Agent (the System Agent in our im-
plementation) registers and periodically renews its information with one (or some) DF a
in
and description of the services on that resource. The broker agent, on behalf of its user, will 
query one (or some) DF agent(s) to locate a desired service. After that, the broker negotiates 
directly with the Resource Manager Agent for resource grant. The Resource Manager Agent 
will then count the instances of that service and check its allocation table to see whether the to-
tal number of instances has exceeded the maximum number allowed. If not then the broker may 
be granted to use that service. It will create a new instance of the HAGS and call its methods. 
This instance will register itself with the local DF agent and deregister itself when the broker 
has done. 

 
 

Figure 3: An interaction scenario between hybrid agent – grid services and other grid 
and agent entities 
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6. CONCLUSIONS  

This paper shows a practical solution for the issue of integrating agents into a grid envi-
ronment. We presented the idea of a hybrid agent – grid service (HAGS) along with the techni-
cal details needed to realize a complete HAGS system. The technique is quite simple yet it ex-
ploits the great facilities provided by JADE and Globus to create a flexible solution. This tech-
nique has been implemented in the BKGrid 2005 grid system at HPCC – HUT.  We have been 
able to solve most of the complex problems arising in the interaction between agents and grid 
services.  

However, this approach still has some drawbacks: we did not really control the agent 
communication and this may pose some security issues. In [6] the authors provide a way to cor-
porate the agent transport system with web service transport system and this can eliminate many 
security issues. The other drawbacks include the overhead caused by the whole agent system to 
the grid environment.  
Our future work includes experimenting the hybrid agent – grid service system in a larger grid 
testbed as our grid at HUT grows larger as well as extending agent applications. We also intend 
to perform an estimation of the overhead caused by the agent system to the grid environment. 
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